Meeting Minutes
Geneva High School
All Sports Boosters
February 25, 2020
6:30pm
The meeting was called to order at 6:30pm.
Attendees:

Jennifer Main
Dave Carli (@ 7pm)
Chris Peri

Bob Parise
Kim Peri
Dan Horvath

Amy and Susan – Trivia Night Chairs

BOARD REMARKS
Membership Update
After a prior online discussion of the policy to handle Valhalla donations that are given late in a school year, it was agreed
that the football game parking privileges should be carried forward to the next school year. Two (2) of these are currently
being handled this way.
Important Dates
IHSA Boys Basketball Regionals are being hosted by GHS on March 3rd, 5th, and 6th. Volunteers are needed.
Saturday, March 7th, is Trivia Night.
Scholarship Update
Scholarship applications continue to arrive. Reviewers are needed – non-senior parents of athletes preferred. Kim indicated
she can find candidates for this.
COMMITTEE UPDATES
Trivia Night
Amy and Susan updated the members on the status of the planning. A total of 8 tables have been reserved so far. Additional
tables will be sought via GHS Connects, Twitter, etc.
Spirit Wear Sales
Spirit wear will only be available at Ace Hardware for the rest of the school year and summer. Carolyn checks the supply
there regularly with assistance from Kendra.
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Concessions
Dan updated the committee on the status of the repair of the popcorn makers. The smaller unit will be repaired within 2
weeks. It was decided that the larger unit will be replaced rather than repaired.
Credit card sales management has been smooth lately.
Concessions managers are needed for Spring sports. A discussion of the various events that will take place and the
concessions needs followed. Ordering is covered once it is known what is needed for each event. Dave will find someone
to take inventory of current provisions.
Corn Boil
The 2020 Corn Boil will likely be the first day of school as is typical. Further discussion of the details including the corn
source and cooking method will occur at future meetings; Dave will confirm this with Mr. Rogers.

TREASURERS REPORT
The accounting was reviewed with the treasurers. Projections on final revenue and possible appropriations were discussed.
All of the state qualifier student-athletes will receive special recognition of their accomplishments.

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR’S REPORT
The 3v3 Shamrock Shootout is being cancelled this year since additional leadership could not be found.
Dave reviewed recent student-athlete successes.
Spring sports start next week.
The camera system previously discussed will be set up in the coming weeks.
New scoreboards are on the wish list.
The meeting adjourned at 7:55 PM.
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